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1. INTRODUCTION 
We present some new fixed-point heory for condensing multivalued maps. In particular, in 
Section 2, we will discuss the upper semicontinuous map F : Q 4 CK(E). Here, Q is a closed 
convex subset of E(int (Q) .may be empty) and CK(E) denotes the family of all nonempty convex 
compact subsets of E. The csse when int (Q) = 0 is very fmportant in applications (for example, 
when discussing existence to boundary value problems on noncompact intervals [1,2]) and has 
received some attention (see [l-3] snd their references). In particular, we mention the 1987 paper 
of Furi and Pera [l] which establishes a major result when int (Q) = 0 and T is a compact single 
valued map. In Section 2, we begin by discussing first the case when E is a Hilbert space. Many 
new results are established. In particular, some of the results in [1,4] are extended to a larger class 
of maps. The case when E is a F&het space will also be discussed in Section 2. In Section 3, 
random analogues of our results will be presented. Our technique uses a very recent result of Tan 
and Yuan [5]. 
For the remainder of this section, we gather together some definitions and known facts. Let X 
and Y be topological spaces. A multifunction f : X -3 Y is a point to set function if for each 
z E X, f(z) is a nonempty subset of Y. The function f is upper semicontinuous (u.s.c.) if the set 
f-l(B)={z~X:f(z)nBfg) is closed for any closed set B in Y (equivalently, f : X + Y is 
U.S.C. if for any net (2,) in X and any closed set B in Y with xa + xc E X and f(x,) OB # 0 for 
all a, we have f(zc) n B # 0). The function f is lower semicontinuous (1.s.c.) if the set f-‘(B) 
is open for any open set B in Y. If f is 1.s.c. and u.s.c., then f is continuous. The function f 
is said to be point-compact if for each x E X, f(x) is a compact subset of Y. First, we state a 
result [6, Proposition l] which will be used frequently in this paper. 
TIWOREM 1.1. Let X and Y be topological spaces and f : X + Y be a u.s.c., point-compact 
multifunction. Suppose {x,} is a net in X such that z. + xc. If pa E f(x,) for each (Y, then 
there is a ~0 E f(xe) and a subnet (9~) of {ga) such that pp ---) 310. 
Theorem 1.1 immediately yields the following well-known result. 
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THEOREM 1.2. Let X and Y be topological spaces and f : X -+ Y be a u.s.c., point-compact 
multifunction. Suppose {z~} is a net in X and ycr E f(xa) for each Q. If x, + x0 and y= + yo, 
then YO E f(z0). 
Let E be a Banach space and flE the bounded subsets of E. The Kuratowskii measum of 
noncompactness is the map CY : flE --) [0, oo] defined by 
a(X) = inf {E > 0 : X C Uz,Xi and diam (Xi) I E} ; here X E RE. 
The Hausdorff measure of noncompactness is the map X : RE + [0, oo] defined by (here X E no), 
X(X) = inf {e > 0 : X has a finite cover by open balls of radius < E} . 
Let Z be a nonempty subset of E and F : Z + 2E; here 2E denotes the family of all nonempty 
subsets of E. F is called a k-set contraction (w.r.t. o) if a(F(Y)) 5 k cr(Y) for all bounded sets Y 
of 2. We call F a condensing map (w.r.t. a) if F is a l-set contraction and a(F(W)) < a(W) for 
all bounded sets W C 2 with o(W) # 0. Similarly, we can define a k-set contraction (w.r.t. x) 
and a condensing (w.r.t. X) map. We now state two results which will be used in Section 2. The 
first is Sadovskii’s fixed-point theorem [4,7] and the other is a nonlinear alternative of Leray- 
Schauder type [4,8]. 
THEOREM 1.3. Let C be a closed convex subset of a Banach space E and F : C --) C is a U.S.C. 
condensing map (w.r.t. CY or x) multivalued map with closed convex values. In addition, 8ssume 
F(C) bounded. Then, F has a fixed point. 
REMARK. The proof in [4] works if we have F : C -+ CK(C), which is the situation we need in 
this paper. 
THEOREM 1.4. Let C be a cJosecJ convex subset of a Banach space E and U a relatively open 
subset of C with 0 E U. In addition, assume F : g + CK(C) is a U.S.C. condensing (w.r.t. cr 
or x) muJtivaJued map with F(u) bounded. Then, either 
(Al) F has a fixed point in c; or 
(A2) there Js a point u E NJ and X E (0,l) with u E XF(u). 
REMARK. The proof in [4] works if U is an open subset of E. 
Let (X, d) be a metric space. For two nonempty subsets A and B of X, we define the Hausdorff 
metric 
J%% B) = msx 
{ 
z~s d(a, B), ;z; d(b, A) 
1 
, 
where d(a, B) = inf+B d(a, y). Let 2 be a nonempty subset of X. A multivalued mapping 
F : 2 + X with nonempty closed values is said to be co&active if there exists k E [0, 1) with 
W(x), J'(Y)) 5 kd(x, 91, for all x,y E Z. 
F is called nonexpansive if 
W(x), F(Y)) 5 4x, Y>, for all x,y E Z. 
The following result was proved in [4, p. 191. 
THEOREM 1.5. Let X be a Banach space and F : X + CK(X) Js such that there exists k E [0, 1) 
with 
Then, 
WF(x), F(Y)) I k +c, y), for all x, y E X. 
x(FW)) I k x(% for all bounded il C X. 
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REMARK. It is important here that the domain of F is X. 
Let (E, d) be a pseudometric space and A4 a subset of E. For z E M, let B(z, e) denote the 
closed e-ball with center z, i.e., B(z, e) = {y E E : d(z, y) 5 c}. The measure of noncompactness 
of the set M is defined by 
a(M) = inf Q(M), inf 0 = 00, 
Q(M) = (E E R : e > 0 and there is a finite e-net for M in E, 
i.e., M E B(A,c), for some finite subset A of E} . 
REMARK. Note B(A,e) = {z E E : inf {d(z, y) : y E A} 5 E}. 
Now let E be a locally convex Hausdorff linear topological space and let P be a defining system 
of seminorms of E. Let C be a subset of E. A multivalued map F : C + E is said to be a 
P-concentrative mapping if for p E P and each bounded non-pprecompact subset M of C (i.e., 
if M is not precompact in the pseudonormed space (E, p)), we have 
%(P(W) < %(M), 
where a,,(. ) denotes the measure of noncompactness in the pseudonormed space (E,p). A 
multivalued map F : C -t E is said to be compact if F(C) is relatively compact in E. The 
following two results will be needed in Section 2. The proof of the first can be found in [7] (see 
also [9]) and the second in [9] (see also [lo]). 
THEOREM 1.6. Let C be a nonempty complete convex subset of a locally convex Hausdorff 
linear topological space E. Let P be a defining system of seminorms and F : C 4 C is a U.S.C. 
P-concentrative map with closed convex values. In addition, assume F(C) bounded. Then, F 
has a fIxed point. 
THEOREM 1.7. Let C be a complete convex subset of a 1ocaUy convex Hausdofliinear topologicsl 
space E (P is a defining system of seminorms of E) and U is an open subset of C with 0 E U. 
In addition, assume F : i? + CK(C) is a U.S.C. P-concentrative mapping with F(v) bounded. 
Then, either 
(Al) F has a fixed point in r; or 
(A2) there is a point u E bU and X E (0,l) with u E XF(U). 
Let @,A) denote a measurable space. For a metric space (X,d), we denote by CD(X) all 
nonempty closed subsets of X. Suppose 2 is a nonempty subset of X and F : 2 -+ 2x. Now F 
is called hemicompact if each sequence {(z,)}~& in 2 has a convergent subsequence whenever 
6, P(4) + O es n 4 00 (recall if Y is a nonempty subset of X then d(z, Y) = inf,ey d(z, y)). 
A mapping F : R + 2 x is measurable (respectively, weakly measurable) if for every closed 
(respectively, open) subset D of X, F-‘(D) = {w E 52 : F(W) n D # 0) E A. A mapping 
F:52~Z42~’ is called a random opemtor, if for every z E Z, the map F(. , z) : 52 + X is 
measurable. A random operator F : 52 x Z + 2 x is called continuous (hemicompact, etc.), if for 
each w E R, F(w, . ) is continuous (hemicompact, etc.). The single valued map r$ : R + X is said 
to be 
(i) a deterministic fixed point of F if #J(W) E F(w, 4(w)), for all w E 52, and 
(ii) a random Sxed point of F if 4 is a measurable map such that 4(w) E F(w, 4(w)), for all 
w E n. 
Next, we state a very recent result due to Tan and Yuan [5]. 
THEOREM 1.8. Let (0, d) be a measurable space and Z a nonempty separable complete subset 
of a metric space (X, d). Suppose the map F : 52 x Z + CD(X) is a random continuous 
hemfcompact map. Then, F has a deterministic fixed point iff F has a random fixed point. 
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2. FIXED-POINT THEORY 
In thii section, we discuss fixed points of the operator F : Q + CK(E) (note int(Q) may be 
empty). We begin by examining the case when E is a Hilbert space. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let Q be a closed convex subset of a Hilbert space H with 0 E Q. In addition, 
assume F : Q + CK(E) is a U.S.C. condensing (w.r.t. to (Y or x) multivalued map with F(Q) 
bounded. Also, suppose 
if {(zj, Xj))T& is a sequence in aQ x [0, l] converging to (2, A) 
withzEXF(z)andOIX<l,thenthereexistsjoE{1,2,...} 
with {Xj F(q)} G Q for each j 2 jo 
(2.1) 
holds. Then F has a fixed point. 
PROOF. Define r : E --) Q by r(z) = PQ(z), i.e., r is the nearest point projection on Q. It is 
well known [ll] that r is continuous and nonexpansive. Consider 
B = {z E E : z E Fr(z)}. 
Notice Fr : E 4 CK(E) is a U.S.C. condensing map. Also, F r(E) is bounded, since F r(E) 5 
F(Q). Theorem 1.3 implies that F r has a fixed point, so B # 0. We next show B is closed. To 
,M this, let (2,) be a net in B with zcr ---t zo E E. Now, Theorem 1.2 implies 20 E F r(zo), so 
20 E B. Consequently, B is closed. In fact, B is compact. To see this, notice B C Fr(B). If 
a(r(B)) # 0, then since r is nonexpansive and F is condensing, we have 
a(B) I 4Fr(B)) < a(r(B)) 5 a(B), 
at contradiction. Thus, a(r(B)) = 0 and so a(B) 5 a(Fr(B)) I a(r(B)) = 0. Thus, B is 
compact. 
It remains to show B f~ Q # 0. Suppose this is not true, i.e., suppose B n Q = 0. Now since B 
is compact and Q is closed, there exists 6 > 0 with dist(B, Q) > 6. Choose N E {1,2,. . . } such 
that 1 < bN. Define 
z~E:d(z,Q)<f foriE{N,iV+l,...}; 
here, d denotes the metric induced by the norm. Fix i E {N, N + 1,. . . }. Since dist.(B,Q) > 6, 
fhen B f~ r = 0. Now, Theorem 1.4 implies (since B rl c = 0) that there exists (yi, Xi) E 
SUi x (0,l) with gi E XiF r(yi). Consequently, for each j E {N, N+ 1,. . . }, there exists (yj, Xj) E 
XJj x (0,l) with yj E XjF r(yj). In particular, since gj E aUj, we have 
(4 Wyj)) $ Q, forjE{N,N+l,...}. (2.2) 
Next we look at 
C = (z E E : z E XFr(z), for some X E [0, I]}. 
First, we show C is clcteed. This follows immediately (as above), since N : E x [0, l] + CK(E), 
given by iv(u, X) = XF r(u), is U.S.C. To see that N is u.s.c., let R be a closed subset of E, (ya, X,) 
anet inEx [O,l], (ya,XLI) -+ (yo,Xo), and X, Fr(y,)nfi # 0. We must show X0 Fr(y,-,)nfl # 0. 
Suppose wa E F r(ya) with Xawo E R. There exists by Theorem 1.1, wg E F r(y0) and a subnet 
(wp) of (w,) with wp + WO. Since R is closed, we have X0 wo E 0, so A,-, F r(yo) n R # 0. To see 
that C is compact, notice 
C C m(Fr(C) U (0)) 
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and it is easy to check (as above) that a(C) = 0. Thus, C is compact (so sequentially compact.). 
This, together with d(yj, Q) = l/j, lXj[ 5 1 (for j E {N, N+l, . . . }), implies that we may assume 
without 10~s of generality that Xj 4 X* E [O, I] ad vj + 2/* E aQ. Also, since gj E Xj F r(gj), 
we have from Theorem 1.2 that y* E X* F r(y*) (note N : E!x [0, l] + CK(E) (given above) 
is a u.8.c. map). Now, X* # 1, since B rl & = 0. Hence, 0 5 X* < 1. But in this case, 
(2.1) with xj = r(yj) E aQ and CC = y* = r(y*) implies &hat there exists jo E {1,2,, . . } with 
{xjFr(yj)I G Q f or each j 2 jo. This contradicts (2.2)..Thus, B n Q # 0, i.e., there exists 
x E Q with x E Fr(z) = F(x). I 
REMARK. Of course, the result in Theorem 2.1 holds for c&tain convex sets in other spaces 
where there is a nearest point retraction that is nonexpansive. 
Our next two results were motivated by ideas in [3,4,12,13]. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let E be a Hilbert space and Q a closed, bounded, convex subset of E with 
OEQ. ALso,assumeF:Q + CK(E) is a multivalued map. In addition, suppose F is given 
by F = Fl + F2, where FI : Q + CK(E) is strongly continuous and F2 : Q -+ CK(E) is a 
nonexpansive map. If (2.1) holds, then F has a fixed point. 
REMARKS. 
! 
(9 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
(v) 
Theorem 2.2 extends a result of Reinermann [14], Reich [3], and Petryshyn and Fitz- 
patrick [4]. 
Fl : Q + CK(E) is said to be strongly continuous if {x,} C_ Q, x,, - z. E Q and 
y,, E FI (x,J for all n implies {yn} has a subsequence {ym} with ym + yo and yo E Fl (x0). 
Notice FI : Q 4 CK(E) strongly continuous implies that Fl : Q --) CK(E) is co&pact. 
To see this, let {y,,} G Fl(Q). Then there exists xn E Q with yn E FI(x,) for each n. 
Since Q is weakly compact, we may assume without loss of generality that x, - x0 E Q. 
Since Fl is strongly continuous, then {yn} has a subsequence {ym} with ym + yo and 
YO E Fl(xo). 
Since F2 : Q --f CK(E) is nonexpansive, then F2 : Q --t CK(E) is a U.S.C. map. 
Also notice, since Fl : Q + CK(E) is strongly continuous, then Fl : Q + CK(E) is a 
U.S.C. map. To see this, take any sequence (x,} in Q and any closed set 52 of E with x, --t 
x0 E Q and Fl(x,) nR # 0 for all n (i.e., there exists yn E a with y,, E Fl(x,)). We need 
to show FI(XO) n n # 0. Since FI is strongly continuous, there exists a subsequence {ym} 
of {y,,} with y,,, ---) yo and yo E FI(xo). Since R is closed, yo E R, and so FI(XO) n R # 0. 
PROOF. For each n E {2,3,. . . }, consider the mapping 
here r = PQ is as defined in Theorem 2.1. Notice FZ r : E -+ CK(E) is nonexpansive, since for 
all x,y E E, we have 
D (F2 r(X), F2 T(Y)) I d(G), T(Y)) I d(z, Y); 
here, d is the metric induced by the norm. Now Theorem 1.5 implies 
~((l-k)F2r(R)) 5 (1-i) x(n), fora.llboundedSZCE. 
Consequently, S,, = (1- l/n)F: Q -+ CK(E) is a condensing map (w.r.t. x). Let ((zj,Xj)}gl 
be a sequence in 8Q x [0, l] converging to (x, A) with x E X&(z) and 0 5 X < 1. Then, 
Xj Sn(Xj) = Xj F (Xj) G Pj F(xj) E Qv for j sufficiently large, 
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since F satisfies (2.1) (note /Lj = Aj(l- l/n) is a sequence in [0, l] with pj + X(1-l/n) 3 cc, 0 5 
p < 1, and x E X&(Z) = X(1 - l/n)F(z) = pF(z)). Apply Theorem 2.1 to S,, to deduce that 
S,, has a fixed point x, E Q, i.e., 
Choose 
~a E J’z(GJ ami Z, E Fl(x,), 
with xn = (1 - l/n)y, + (1 - l/7+,. Now FI : Q ---t CK(E) being a compact map, together 
with the fact that any norm bounded sequence in E has a weakly convergent subsequence implies 
that we may assume 
z,, + zc and 2, - x0 E Q (since Q is weakly closed). 
Since FI : Q + CK(E) is strongly continuous, we have that 
zo E Fl(xo). (2.3) 
Next notice xn - yn E (I - Fz)(x,), since yn E Fz(x,). Also, 
z,-y,=-Jy,+ 
n 
zzn --) ze and xn - ze (by above). 
This, together with a result of Lami Dozo [12], implies 
zc E (I - Fz)(xo), i.e., zo E xo - Fz(zo). (2.4) 
Now (2.3) and (2.4) immediately yield xc E (FI + Fz)(xc), i.e., F has a fixed point. I 
THEOREM 2.3. Let E be a Hilbert space and Q a closed convex subset of E with 0 E Q. Also 
assume F : Q -+ CK(E) is a U.S.C. l-set contractive (with respect to CY and x) map, F(Q) is 
bounded, and (2.1) holds. In addition, suppose 
if {xcn} C Q with yn E F(xn) for all n and xn - y,, --$ 0 as 
n -_) 00, then there exists x E Q with x E F(x) (2.5) 
holds. Then F has a fixed point. 
PROOF. For each n E {2,3, . . . }, consider the mapping T, = (1 - l/n)F. A similar reasoning to 
that in Theorem 2.2 establishes that T,, has a fixed point xn E Q for each n. Choose yn E F(z,) 
with xn = (1 - l/n)y,. Now, x, - yn = -(l/n)y, + 0, since F(Q) is bounded. Thus, (2.5) 
implies that there exists x E Q with x E F(x). I 
We now establish a result like Theorem 2.1 for the case when E is a FMchet space (a complete 
metrizable locally convex linear topological space). 
THEOREM 2.4. Let E be a lWchet space (P is a defining system of seminorms of E) and Q 
a closed convex subset of E with 0 E Q. In addition, aSSume F : Q + CK(E) is given by 
F = Fl + Fz, where FI : E + CK(E) is a U.S.C. P-concentrative map with Fl(E) bounded and 
FZ : Q -+ CK(E) is a U.S.C. compact map. Let Vi = {x E E : d(x,Q) < (l/i)}, where d is the 
metric associated with E, and suppose 
if{(zj, Xj)}yZl isasequencein aQx[O, l] converging to (x, X) witha: E X F(x) 
and 0 5 X < 1, and if (Zj} is a sequence in U,,, (m su&iently large) with 
Zj E HYj for j = m+l, m+2,. . . , and zj -+ x, then there exists jo E {1,2,. . . } 
withXj[F~(zj)+F2(xj)]GQfore~hj2jo 
(2.6) 
holds. Then F has a fixed point in Q. 
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PROOF. Let r : E + Q be a continuous retraction which exists by Dugundji’s extension theorem 
[10,14]. Consider 
B = (z E E : x E (Fl + F2 r)(x)}, 
Now Fl+ Fz r : E + CK(E) is a U.S.C. P-concentrative map, so Theorem 1.6 implies B # 0. As 
in Theorem 2.1, B is closed. We now show B is compact. To see this, notice B C (Fl + F2 r)(B). 
Fix p E P. If B is not precompact in the seminormed space (E,p), then 
%(B) 5 %(Fl(B)) + ap(F2 r(B)) = cr,(FI(B)) < a,,(B), 
a contradiction. Thus, B is precompact in the seminormed space (E,p) for each p E P. This 
implies B is precompact in E. Now B is a closed precompact subset of a F%chet space E, so 
consequently (151, B is compact. 
Suppose B f~ Q = 0. Then there exists 6 > 0 with dist (B, Q) > S. Choose N E {1,2,. . . }, such 
that 1 < SN. Fix i E {N, N + 1,. . . }. Since FI + Fz r : G + CK(E) is a U.S.C. P-concentrative 
map, then Theorem 1.7 implies (since B rl E = 0) that there exists (yi, Xi) E HJi x (0,l) with 
yi E Xi (FI + FZ r) (yi). Thus, for each j E {N, N + 1, . . . }, there exists (yj, Xj) E 8Uj x (0,l) 
with yj E Xj (Fl + F2 r)(yj). In particular, 
{Xj (FI + Fz r>(Yjlj)) $2 Q, for each j E {N, N + 1,. . . }. (2.7) 
Now look at 
C = {z E E : z E X (FI + F2 r)(z) for some X E [0, 11) . 
One can check (as before) that C is compact. Thus, we may assume without loss of generality 
that Xj + X* E [0, l] and yj + y* E 8Q. Also, y* E X* (FI + Fzr)(y*). Now, A* # 1, so 
0 5 X* < 1. But in this case, (2.6) with xj = r(yj) E aQ, 2 = y* = r(y*), and Zj = yj implies 
{Xj (J’l + FZ r)(yj)) C Q f or each j 2 j,. This contradicts (2.7). Thus, BnQ # 8, so there exists 
x E Q with x E (FI + Fzr)(x), i.e., z E F(x). I 
REMARK. It is ,possible to improve the results of this section if we consider maps F : Q + CK( 2) 
where 2’ C_ E is closed and convex. 
REMARK. We could also obtain results for 1.s.c. maps (the idea here is to use well-known selection 
theorems for 1.s.c. maps). 
3. RANDOM FIXED-POINT THEORY 
We now use Section 2 and a recent result of Tan and Yuan [5] to establish some new random 
fixed-point theory for continuous multivalued maps. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let (R,d) be a measurable space and Q a nonempty separable closed convex 
subset of a Hilbert space E with 0 E Q. Assume F : 0 x Q + CK(E) is a random continuous 
hemicompact l-set corkactive (w.r.t. Q or x) map. Suppose for each w E R, that F(w, .) has 
bounded range. In addition, assume 
for each w E R, if {xn} C Q and y,, E F(w,x,) for all n are 
such that x,, - 2/n --f 0 as n t 00, then there exists x E Q with 
x E F(w,x) 
(3.1) 
and 
for each W E R if {(Zj, Aj)}$l is a sequence in aQ x [0, l] converging 
to (x,X) with x E X F(w,x) and 0 I X < 1, then there exists 
j, E (1,2,. . . } with {Aj F( w, xj)} z Q for each j 2 jo 
are satisfied. Then F has a random fIxed point. 
(3.2) 
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PROOF. By Theorem 2.3, F has a deterministic tied point. Hence, Theorem 1.8 implies that F 
has a random fixed point. I 
THEOREM 3.2. Let (n, A) be a measurable space and Q a nonempty separable closed convex 
subset of a Hilbert space E with 0 E Q. Assume F : R x Q --t CK(E) is a random continuous 
condensing (w.r.t. CY) map. Suppose for each w E Sl that F(w, Q) is bounded. In addition, assume 
(3.2) holds. Then, F has a random fked point. 
PROOF. Notice F : Sz x Q + CK(E) is hemicompact (see [5, Lemma 2.11). By Theorem 2.1, F 
has a deterministic fixed point. Hence, Theorem 1.8 implies that F has a random fixed point. N 
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